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Infectious diseases still remain the main cause of human premature deaths, especially in
developing countries. Vaccines constitute the most cost-effective tool for prophylaxis of infectious
diseases. Elucidation of the complete genomes of many bacterial pathogens has provided a new
blueprint for the search of novel vaccine candidates. At the same time, it was a turning point
in the development of transcriptomics and proteomics. This article concentrates on the proteomic
contribution to vaccinology, pointing out relationships between genomic, transcriptomic and
proteomic approaches and describing how they complement one another. It also highlights the
recent proteomic techniques applied to antigen identification, their capabilities and limitations,
as well as the strategies that are taken to overcome technical difficulties and to refine applied
methods. Finally, some recent experimental data concerning the proteomic/immunoproteomic
influence on identification of vaccine candidates to prevent human infections caused by
Streptococcus spp., as well as by a major bioterrorist agent, Bacillus anthracis is presented.
Keywords : antigen • Bacillus anthracis • immunoproteomic • proteomic • Streptococcus spp. • subunit vaccine
• vaccinology

Infectious diseases remain a significant global
socioeconomic and public-health problem, having a great impact on the development of many
nations. According to data reported by the
WHO, infectious diseases are globally responsible for more than 15 million premature deaths
every year. The most cost-effective strategy to
decrease the human mortality and morbidity due
to infectious diseases is implementation of effective immunoprophylactic methods. Despite the
enormous progress that has been made recently
in our understanding of the molecular bases of
bacterial pathogenesis, we still do not have effective and safe vaccines against many infectious
diseases. On the other hand, some effective vaccines are not readily available, mainly due to economic reasons. Thus, the fundamental scientific
need presently is to improve existing vaccines or
create new ones.
Existing active antibacterial vaccines can be
classified into three main categories: killed,
attenuated and subunit vaccines. The former
two classes are based on the whole cells of the
pathogen, while subunit vaccines based on
selected antigens and/or their respective genes
are recognized as the safest type, although their
efficacy is lower than those comprised of whole
10.1586/EPR.09.47

attenuated cells. The bottleneck in the development of effective subunit vaccines is the choice of
the antigens. A proper candidate for immunization must possess a wide range of different properties: extracytoplasmic localization, abundant
presence in the cell, conservation among different
pathogen serotypes/genotypes. Additionally, the
gene encoding relevant to vaccination antigen has
to be expressed in vivo during infection, when the
pathogen is present within host organism.
For more than 100 years, diverse strategies
have been applied to select candidates for subunit vaccine construction. In the beginning of
20th Century, bacterial virulence factors were
identified, mainly by biochemical approaches.
In the second half of 20th Century, progress
in the field of vaccinology was possible owing
to application of new recombinant DNA
technologies. Another step forward in microbiology and medicine took place at the end
of 20th Century in 1995, when the first bacterial genome (Haemophilus influenzae) was
sequenced. Presently, the genetic information of
approximately 2000 bacterial strains is available,
including many strains of major human pathogens [201,202] . Development of rapid sequencing
methods combined with novel bioinformatics
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strategies has revolutionized the study of bacterial pathogenesis
and facilitated the development of a new strategy for identifying of
novel antigens, termed ‘reversed vaccinology’ [1] . Sequencing and
comparing multiple bacterial genomes documented the enormous
genetic variability within single species and raised questions concerning the species gene pool. In the case of some pathogens, every
sequenced genome augments the species gene pool by at least several dozen new genes. Thus, this kind of bacterial genome, known
as ‘open pangenome’, is comprised of core genes, present in every
strain, and dispensable genes, present in more than one genome,
as well as genes unique for a single isolate [2–4] . It was proven that,
for some pathogens possessing open pangenomes, only multiple
genome/proteome screening and analysis of dispensable genes can
guarantee successful protective antigen identification [5] .
Proteomics, large-scale analysis of cellular proteins, is a powerful
tool for studying protein identification, localization, modifications,
function and possible interactions or complexes they can form.
Proteome databases of diverse pathogenic microorganisms, including Mycobacterium tuberculosis, Helicobacter pylori, Salmonella
enterica, Bacillus anthracis and many others, were established by
different research groups. The information accessible via the internet significantly supports the research community working on
identification candidates for the next generation of vaccines [6–9] .
For representative examples of the impact of postgenomic strategies
on vaccinology, see recent reviews on H. pylori [10–13] or Neisseria
meningitidis [14] .
New technical achievements of proteomics
& immunoproteomics

Proteomics has achieved tremendous progress during the past few
years. The progress could be observed at all steps of the proteomic
analysis: sample preparation protocols, peptide/protein separation
methods, mass spectrometry (MS) data collection, data analysis
and interpretation. All these aspects are reviewed frequently [15–19] .
Of many possible areas of proteomic activity, two seem to be of
most interest in immunoproteomics. The first is protein profiling,
the identification of a set of proteins of interest, along with their
post-translational modifications, such as the extracellular proteome consisting of membrane protein domains or secreted proteins (secretome) in immunoproteomics [20] . This requires specialized approaches of sample preparation to be worked out [21–23] , for
instance, specific biotinylation of cell surface proteins to improve
their further affinity enrichment [24] . The second area is relative
quantitation, which allows the comparison of the contents of the
subproteome of interest in different biological contexts.
Strategies for protein identification

The identification of a protein that is at the heart of proteomic
technology always assumes the measurements of molecular masses
of protein fragments. In this way, for a given protein, a unique
set of protein-specific numbers is obtained in MS measurement,
instead of a single number – an intact protein molecular mass.
When this set of numbers is compared with protein sequence
databases, fragmented in silico and a statistically significant match
is found, reliable protein identification is obtained.
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Two strategies of the stepwise protein fragmentation coupled to
MS analysis are known. In the so-called bottom-up strategy, proteins are first digested with a specific protease (most often trypsin)
and the masses of these peptide fragments are measured, giving
the so-called peptide mass fingerprint (PMF) of the protein. The
PMF itself could be specific enough to identify a protein but it is
difficult to obtain a statistically significant match in PMF-onlybased identification, and the usage of this method is discouraged [25] . Instead, a second step of fragmentation is introduced
inside the mass spectrometer (gas-phase fragmentation), referred
to as MS-MS. In MS-MS, the breakdown of covalent bonds in
the molecule (e.g., a tryptic peptide) is induced, and masses of
resulting fragments of a peptide are measured and compared with
sequence databases. A set of protein-unique measured numbers is
now much expanded and the identification is much more reliable.
Owing to easy access to hybrid spectrometers equipped with the
MS-MS capability, the fragmentation-based identification is now
routine. In the second strategy (top-down approach), the initial
proteolytic fragmentation is omitted, masses of intact proteins are
measured first and MS-MS is the only fragmentation applied to
obtain information on protein fragment masses. The top-down
strategy has an obvious advantage as it retains the link between
the intact protein and the full spectrum of its post-translational
modifications (PTMs), whereas in the bottom-up approach, the
modifications can be identified only at the peptide level. Thus,
in the bottom-up strategy, a significant part of information on
PTMs is lost. However, since the sensitivity of mass spectrometers decreases with molecular mass measured, the MS-MS of
proteins is much less efficient than for peptides, and the topdown approach is successful only in special cases, mainly for small
proteins [26,27] . New fragmentation methods bring promise for
improvements in this field [28] .
Analytical steps
Step one: separation

In a routine proteomic experiment, the protein or a set of proteins
is first digested into fragments. Molecular masses of these peptides (parent ion masses) and their MS-MS fragments (daughter
ion masses) have to be measured. At some point of the increasing
complexity of the analyzed protein set, the MS measurements
cannot yield good results without prior separation of peptides. A
typical separation is the reversed-phase liquid chromatography
(LC) in nanoversion, where the column diameter is decreased
to 75 µm and flow to 0.2 µl/min. This leads to a very efficient
LC-MS coupling, where thousands of species can be analyzed by
MS in an automated run. Recent advances in the LC technology
prove that the peak capacity (i.e., number of species that can
be resolved) of the LC columns can still be increased and still
more-complex peptide mixtures could be resolved in a single
run. In parallel, alternative separation techniques are applied
to support MS analyses. Besides classic 1D and 2D polyacryl
amide gel electrophoresis gels, molecular sieves or ion-exchange
chromatography, recent new ideas have expanded the spectrum
of available separation techniques. The most interesting seem
to be isoelectrofocusing of peptides [19] either in gel [29] or in
Expert Rev. Proteomics 6(3), (2009)
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solution [30] , or capillary electrophoresis [31] and ion mobility
spectroscopy (IMS) [32] . IMS allows for peptide ion distribution
in the gas phase, which separates them according to their collision cross-section, which is correlated with molecular shape.
The plethora of available separation techniques allows one to
build multidimensional separation strategies [33] by combining several, preferably orthogonal, separation steps prior to MS
analyses. This allows one to carry out proteomic experiments
on very complex protein sets, whole proteomes or subproteomes,
with reasonable protein coverage.
Step two: ionization

After separation, the molecular masses of the peptides and their
decomposition fragments have to be measured in the mass spectro
meter. For this aim, the molecules have to be transferred to the
gas phase and ionized (charged). Two main methods, MALDI [34]
and electrospray ionization (ESI) [35] , are used to achieve this goal
in proteomics and little has changed in this respect since the end
of the 1980s, when invention of the methods marked the beginning of MS-based proteomics. ESI allows the transfer directly
from solution (also aqueous), and is well suited to the biological milieu; MALDI requires embedding the analyte into a para
crystalline matrix. Thus, ESI will couple well with LC separation
but, when LC is not necessary, MALDI becomes preferable due to
a shorter time of measurement. While of comparable sensitivity
in low attomolar range for small peptides, for complex mixtures
where separation is a must, MALDI has disadvantages, which
make it less useful. These are the necessity to include a fractioncollection step, interference of matrix signals below 500 Da in
the spectrum and a poor reproducibility of spectra due to uneven
dispersion of analyte in the matrix. However, recent improvements in fragmentation quality of MALDI-based instruments
(TOF–TOF technology [36]) revived interest in utilization of
the main MALDI advantage – the speed of measurement. New
matrices also increase sensitivity and improve peptide recovery in
proteomic analyses [37] .
Interestingly, both ionization methods give access to nonoverlapping fractions of the proteome, and their results are complementary [38] . New variants of ESI have recently been worked out,
which may find application in proteomics: electrosonic spray ionization (ESSI) [39] and desorption of the analyte from the surface
by electrospray ionization (DESI) [40] .
Step three: mass measurement

Ionized molecules in the analyzer compartment of the spectro
meter undergo separation according to their molecular mass, or
more precisely according to mass divided by charge (m/z), which
allows one to measure their molecular masses. Several measurement parameters are crucial in proteomics, including measurement accuracy, resolving power, sensitivity and dynamic range.
Several available variants of spectrometers are often compared with
respect to their performance (see Table 1 in [15]), and such comparisons allow one to assess the suitability of a given spectrometer for
a given purpose. However, with the evolution of the technology,
a constant improvement of the overall performance can still be
www.expert-reviews.com
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observed. Recent highlights are the two types of MS spectrometers
(Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance [41] and Orbitrap [42])
that outperform other types at least in resolving power and accuracy, proving that the masses can routinely be measured with the
accuracy of single parts per million (1 ppm accuracy is measuring
1000-Da mass with precision of 0.001 Da). Such incremental
improvements allow for gradual progress in proteomic analyses of
complex protein sets – an ultimate goal of proteomics.
For a required step of gas-phase fragmentation, new developments also promise progress. Instead of classic collision-induced
dissociation (CID), where peptide decomposition is induced by
collisions with gas atoms (helium or argon) in the collision cell of
the spectrometer, the decomposition may be induced by electrons
(electron capture detector [43] , electron transfer dissociation [44])
or laser radiation (infrared multiphoton dissociation [45]). When
combined with the Orbitrap spectrometer, electron transfer dissociation fragmentation proved to complement well with the CID
results in global analyses of yeast proteome and outperformed it
for highly charged or phosphorylated peptides [46] . These new
fragmentation methods are beginning to be included in commercially available spectrometers and will certainly become routine
option in proteomics.
Step four: protein identification by a database search
Results

Measured parent and daughter ion masses from MS of peptides
provide the basis for protein identification. The identification is
usually carried out by comparison with protein-sequence databases, for which all entries were converted to the lists of expected
peptide fragment masses calculated by in silico fragmentation [47] .
At this stage, the bioinformatic part of MS data analysis is initiated [48] . In recent years, multiple software tools were created for
this purpose, and many papers review these developments [49–51] .
In the most frequently used software platforms, MASCOT [52]
and SEQUEST [53] , a scoring system is used to assess the reliability of the results with threshold values that have to be exceeded
for the protein hit/identification to be accepted as significant.
However, more and more often this analysis is supplemented
by an additional step that involves the direct calculation of the
false-discovery rate (FDR) value corresponding to a given score,
providing a more strict measure of statistical significance of the
result. The FDR value may be calculated, for instance [54] , by
repeating the search against a new database (decoy database),
expanded by a large set of random sequences – the number of hits
on random sequences allows one to calculate the level of falsepositive results in the search against the real database. Since the
procedures of database search are automated and large datasets
are being analyzed, the verification of the results on the raw data
level is rarely conducted, and sound statistical analysis is a must to
avoid multiplication of false-positive results. This concern led to
formulation of guidelines that should be carefully obeyed [55,56] .
The bioinformatic stage of proteomic identification analysis is the
step that most requires an experienced operator in the otherwise
routine procedure, which is supposed to yield a reliable list of
proteins present in the sample.
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Quantitative comparisons: differential proteomics

The identification of protein contents of a sample of interest, discussed previously, is a necessary step preceding relative
quantitation experiments. In relative quantitation, the levels
of proteins are compared between the sample of interest and a
control sample (pairwise comparison) or in a series of samples
representing different conditions. In the classic approach, the
intensities of protein spots on 2D-PAGE gels provide the relative measure of protein quantities [57] . 2D gels suffer from many
disadvantages: poor automation, limited dynamic range, loss
of some protein classes (e.g., membrane and extreme pI), poor
reproducibility and a technically demanding and difficult process of high cost, low throughput and long analysis time. Since
gels retain the link between the identified protein and its modifications, which is lost after trypsin digestion, this approach is
still superior if specifically modified protein forms have to be
detected and compared (e.g., PTMs or proteolytic variants).
However, in many cases, standard 2D gel quantitation is more
and more often substituted by LC-MS-based quantitation [58] .
In MS-only methods, the protein-level measurements are
based on comparing the amplitudes of MS signals of peptides
originating from proteins in samples versus controls. In these
experiments, the absolute concentrations of proteins are not
measured. Absolute concentration measurements of a limited
set of proteins with the use of MS are also possible with the use
of an isotopically labeled internal standard added to the sample
in a known quantity (absolute quantification strategy [59]). In
isotopic labeling, chemically identical moieties of different isotopic composition (i.e., different molecular mass) are introduced
into peptides from the sample and standard/control. Thus,
MS spectra allow one to differentiate the signals originating
from peptides from the sample and peptides from the internal standard/control. Isotopic labeling is also used for relative
quantitation and allows one to mix the sample with the control
before MS-based quantitation. Isotopic labeling is, however,
not a must; MS-based relative quantitation can also be carried
out in a label-free fashion in LC-MS experiments. Knowing
the retention time of a given peptide and its molecular mass,
its signals can be traced across the set of MS data collected
separately for each sample in the series [60,61] . This approach
is, however, demanding on data analysis, where the peptide
signal localization in a series of complex spectra is prone to
error and data-normalization procedures are necessary. At a
cost of an additional step of isotopic labeling, these difficulties are overcome in relative quantitation methods involving
isotopic labeling [62] . Isotopic labels can be introduced in vivo
by metabolic labeling of proteins with stable isotopically labeled
amino acids (SILAC) [63] and in vitro by an enzyme-catalyzed
reaction coupled with trypsin digestion (18O labeling) [64] or by
chemical reaction with a labeling reagent, for instance, isotopecoded affinity tag (ICAT) [65] or isobaric tag for relative and
absolute quantitation (iTRAQ) [66] . SILAC is most suitable for
cell culture studies. The main advantage of iTRAQ, which has
become the most popular labeling method, is that it allows for
parallel protein identification and quantitation of proteins in
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up to eight samples in a single experiment. Its disadvantages are
relatively high cost and incompatibility with sensitive ion-trap
MS analyzers. MS-based relative quantitation methods require
appropriate software tools and statistical analysis tools, which
are now being worked out [67,68] .
The proteomic methods mentioned previuosly are commonly
named ‘shotgun proteomics’, as they aim at identification and
quantitation of all detectable species in the sample. However, the
complexity of proteomes or subproteomes under study exceeds
the capabilities of even the most sophisticated proteomic systems. Shotgun analysis focuses on thousands of peptides from
the most abundant proteins but the less abundant, and possibly
more important, proteins may escape attention. Therefore, more
hypothesis-driven approaches have recently been advocated [17] ,
in which only a subset of expected peptide signals, coming from
a small number of peptides characteristic for a given protein
(known as ‘proteotypic peptides’) is measured, and the remaining are ignored. This simplifies the analysis and allows one to use
dedicated MS methods of high sensitivity and selectivity, such as
multiple-reaction monitoring (MRM) [69] , which gives access to
quantitative data for less-abundant proteins of interest, or their
modifications, selectively chosen from the extremely complex
background of samples containing thousands of other proteins.
Immunoproteomics, a novel strategy combining standard
proteomics with serological screening (serological proteome
analysis), is currently the method of choice for identification of
new immunogenes of protective values [70] . Serological screening confirms protein in vivo expression and its immunogenicity. A single experiment can expand the list of immunogenic
proteins of an investigated microorganism. Those vaccine candidates proposed by different research groups usually overlap
but rarely completely coincide. Observed discrepancies result
from enormous genetic diversity of isolates of the same species, as well as from variability of the sera used for the screening [71,72] . There are two main strategies for conducting immunoproteomic studies, differing in the methodology of protein
preparation: MS or protein-chip technology. They both have
advantages and shortcomings. The MS is based on pathogen
proteins produced in vitro by bacteria growing on synthetic
media; thus, this strategy is not able to identify immunogenic
proteins expressed only in vivo, during infection. The protein
microarray strategy permits investigation of immunogenicity
of proteins expressed in vivo, as well as those produced under
laboratory conditions. However, the microarray technology
encounters the problem of gaining the natural conformation
of immobilized proteins, as attachment to the chip may affect
their 3D structure and in consequence their interaction with
antibodies [73–75] . However, the protein-chip technology permits screening for immune responses, not only against proteins
but also against small, synthesized, in situ peptides containing
epitopes. The procedure might be the first step for construction
of the epitope-derived vaccines [76] . The recently developed
technology of quantitative proteomics combined with immunoproteomics may provide insights into shift of the pathogen
immunome during infection [77,78] .
Expert Rev. Proteomics 6(3), (2009)
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Although recent studies indicated that including more antigens
might increase vaccine efficacy, the majority of subunit vaccine
prototypes still contain not more than one or two antigens [79,80] .
Immunoproteomics provides a reliable way for discovery of novel
vaccine candidates; particularly low-abundant proteins or those
with untypical properties (see next section). However, in the case
of some pathogens, identification of antigens of protective and/
or therapeutic value requires screening proteomes derived from
many clinical isolates with sera taken from patients with diverse
disease outcomes [11,81,82] .
In many cases, standard immunoproteomic experiments have
indicated several hypothetical proteins that might be candidates
for vaccine development. Understanding their role in pathogenesis and deciphering their biological functions are of great
importance for further selection. One method of achieving
the goal is the identification and characterization of protein
complexes. The merits and limitations of proteomic analysis
of protein complexes by MS and protein-chip technology are
discussed in detail by Zhou and Veenstra, and Bertone and
Snyder [73,83] .
In conclusion, it should be pointed out that even if
proteomic/immunoproteomic experiments conducted by various
research groups do not always provide compatible datasets, the
comprehensive comparison of multiple results enables generation
of a list of potential candidates for effective vaccine construction.
Proteomics is complementary & generally compatible
with genomics & transcriptomics

Proteomics, together with genomics and transcriptomics, are
emerging complementary approaches that have led, in combination with bioinformatics tools, to enormous progress in
basic as well as applied biology. Other than vaccine development, applied aspects of proteomics are reviewed in [84–87] . In
contrast to information provided by genome analysis, which is
rather invariable, the information originated in transcriptomics and proteomics is considered to be dynamic. Proteomics is
the most informative one, able to define different isoforms of
the proteins and post-translationally modified proteins. Rapid
growth of proteomics is evidently grounded on the progress
made in the genomics field, where interpretation of the proteomic analysis is based on data created by annotation of the
sequenced genomes. In return, proteomics is often employed for
validation of bacterial genome annotations [88–90] . Additionally,
analysis of the surface proteomes allows verification of the
membrane protein localization predicted with Prediction of
Protein Sorting Signals and Localization Sites in Amino Acid
Sequences (PSORT) [91] .
Proteomics versus genomics

Reverse vaccinology, a procedure based on bioinformatic analysis
of the genomic sequence, is having a great impact on vaccine
development. Despite numerous criteria that are applied for antigen selection, a large number of candidates is usually designated,
and, consequently, their usefulness has to be checked experimentally. Although many strategies of gene cloning and recombinant
www.expert-reviews.com
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protein purification have been discovered recently, this is still not
a trivial work [92–94] . Usually, only a portion of selected pathogen
genes are successfully cloned and expressed in Escherichia coli.
In the first genome-derived vaccinology experiment concerning N. meningitidis (MenB), out of 600 genes encoding putative
surface-exposed or secreted proteins, only 350 were cloned and
expressed in E. coli [95] . Using proteomics and/or immunoproteomics as a supporting approach ensures the reduction of the
number of vaccine candidates, indicating the most abundant and
highly seropostive proteins for the future studies.
Experimental analysis of bacterial subproteomes often identifies novel immunogenic proteins that cannot be predicted by
bioinformatic means. Several proteomic studies indicated extracytoplasmic proteins lacking any structural features that could be
marked out by currently available algorithms for protein localization prediction. These unexpected results might be due to imperfect cell-fractionation techniques that cause cross-contamination.
On the other hand, our knowledge concerning the mechanism
of protein secretion/transport is incomplete. Examples include
elongation factor Tu, ribosomal proteins, enolase, glyceraldehyde3-phosphate dehydrogenase and phosphoglycerate kinase [96–99] .
The secretion of elongation factor Tu and enolase of M. tuberculosis
and Steptococcus pneumoniae, was experimentally proven [100,101] .
Severin et al. identified Streptococcus pyogenes surface-exposed proteins by MS analysis of the peptides released from bacterial cells
using trypsin digestion, a method that should not be burdened
with cross-contamination. Among the 79 identified proteins,
21 are predicted by bioinformatics analysis to be cytoplasmic [102] .
Proteomics versus transcriptomics

An understanding of the dynamics of gene expression during
infection is crucial for selecting effective vaccine candidates. It
is generally accepted that an antigen expressed or upregulated
during infection and relevant to pathogenesis is probably a more
effective antigen. Many analyses of the level of gene expression
under different conditions on the proteome level have also been
recently performed. Examples include M. tuberculosis [103–107] ,
Campylobacter jejuni [108] , Francisella tularensis [109] , H. pylori
[110] , B. anthracis [111] , Pseudomonas aeruginosa [112,113] , Salmonella
enterica sv. Typhimurium [114] , S. pneumoniae [115] .
In the majority of proteomic experiments, proteomes are
derived from bacterial cells growing on synthetic media under
conditions imitating those encountered by pathogens during
infection. The presented data should be treated with a certain
measure of criticism as the generated conditions may not precisely reflect those met by pathogen inside the host organism.
Although the changes in the proteomes driven by environmental
stimuli have been analyzed for many pathogenic bacteria, there
are few examples of direct comparison of the transcriptome and
proteome derived from the same bacterial culture. Generally,
the changes in transcript level due to different growth conditions correspond with the abundance of relative gene product.
However, in some analyses, a significant discrepancy between
transcriptomic and proteomic data was observed, implying the
role of post-transcriptional and post-translational mechanisms
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in determining the protein profile changes in response to various growth conditions. Thus, the transcriptome analysis aimed
at identification of new vaccine candidates should be verified by
proteome analysis [116,117] .
Host response to infection: crucial point for effective
vaccine construction

Comparisons of the protein profile of bacteria growing in vitro
to the proteome obtained from bacterial cells growing in cell
culture, as well as comparison of the proteomes of the same
species isolates obtained from patients with different disease
outcomes, reveals significant differences in the abundance of
some proteins [78,118–120] .
The knowledge of the host cell’s response to pathogenic microorganisms is important for understanding the disease process. It
also helps decide what type of immune response should be induced
by immunization to get the desired protective effect. Jenner and
Young presented a comprehensive review of host transcriptionalresponse to different pathogens. They collected data from 32 published papers describing 77 different host–pathogen interactions
[121] . The cellular response to infection on the proteomic level
has, so far, been evaluated for a small number of microorganisms
or their products [122] . H. pylori is a pathogenic microorganism
that has been studied extensively in this respect to understand
the mechanism of gastric cancer induction and to search for new
diagnostic markers and vaccine candidates [98,123–126] . To avoid
misinterpretation of results, researchers have to be aware that most
of the cell lines used are of a tumor origin and, subsequently, their
protein profiles are similar but not identical to protein profiles of
the cells present in the host tissues [127] .
In conclusion, proteomics, a high-throughput analysis, allows
not only identification of a large number of proteins that are
candidates for vaccine construction but also facilitates understanding of their role in pathogenesis by estimating protein levels
during different steps of infection and analyzing the influence
of the pathogen’s protein on host physiology. Proteomics ensures
verification of data obtained by the transcriptomic approach,
since the transcriptome and proteome are not always coordinately
regulated. With respect to reverse vaccinology, immunoproteomics enables one to narrow the search to a smaller number of
vaccine candidates.
Sample preparation: bottleneck of
prokaryotic proteomics

Classical proteomics combines 2D electrophoresis (2DE) and
MS for protein identification. The major limitation of this strategy arises from the fact that the number of selected proteins is
underestimated and the generated list includes mostly abundant
proteins. This limitation concerns mainly hydrophobic membrane proteins, which are difficult to isolate and to separate
by 2DE. Therefore, enrichment of particular protein categories and subsequent characterization of subproteomes is necessary. Advances in various MS-based technologies, mainly the
improvement of non-gel methods using LC-MS, permits one,
at least to some extent, to overcome these problems, although
320

gel-based proteomics are still the most frequently used techniques in investigation of pathogenic bacteria. The preparation
of protein extracts containing many proteins in a form that
would be soluble and compatible with further analysis is still a
critical starting point for proteomic analysis. Proteins desirable
for subunit vaccine generation are largely surface, membrane
or cell wall-located and secreted proteins. Thus, major research
effort is directed toward improving membrane protein isolation methods, working out effective procedures for removing
proteins from the bacterial surface and enriching the amounts
of low-abundance proteins.
Outer-membrane proteins (OMPs) of Gram-negative patho
genic bacteria play an important role in the virulence process, being involved in adherence, eukaryotic cell invasion and
interaction with components of the host immune system, as
well as in active transport of many vital metabolites and iron.
Thus, OMPs are considered as potential candidates for effective vaccine construction. However analysis of this bacterial
subproteome is difficult, mainly due to the hydrophobic nature
of proteins. Recent improvements of agents used for solubilization of membrane proteins, especially the introduction of new
classes of detergents, helps overcome this limitation. OMPs are
generally solubilized in buffer containing 3-([3-cholamido
propyl]dimethylammonio)-1-propanesulfonate, Triton X-100
or n-dodecyl-b-d-maltopyranoside and supplemented with
surfactant amidosulfobetain-14 [128,129] . Some nonionic detergents (e.g., lauryldimethylaminoxide [LDAO] and octyl-b-dglucopyranoside [OG]) are exceptionally useful for obtaining
intact membrane protein complexes [130] . OMPs of some pathogenic Gram-negative microorganisms have been analyzed by
immunoproteomic strategies with sera obtained from patients or
immunized animals. Every experiment confirmed the location
and immunogenicity of previously characterized antigens and
detected novel ones [131–137] .
The Gram-positive cell wall consists of a thick homogenous
peptidoglycan layer lying outside the inner membrane. In addition to the cell wall, many Gram-positive bacterial species have
polysaccharide capsules. Both of these features prevent release
of proteins external to cytoplasmic membrane, a problem that is
technically difficult to overcome. The classical way of releasing
cell surface-associated proteins of Gram-positive bacteria encompasses mechanical cell treatment combined with the digestion the
peptidoglycan-associated proteins with lysozyme, mutanolysin
and/or lysostaphin in the presence of an osmotic protective agent,
but these methods are inadequate. Thus, many laboratories are
presently elaborating new protocols for obtaining high-yield cell
envelope proteins and for precise determining their localization
in the cell envelope [91,99,102,138] .
Much work has been carried out to improve the extraction
method for M. tuberculosis membrane proteins, which are hydrophobic and low in abundance. Generally, the strategies relied on
cell membrane and cell wall fractionation and the use of different washing techniques and different detergents for membrane
protein extraction, followed by 2DE MS identification [139,140] .
Recently, Målen et al. showed that combining Triton X-114
Expert Rev. Proteomics 6(3), (2009)
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extraction with LC-MS is an efficient method for Mycobacterium
bovis BCG membrane proteins identification that allows skipping
of the cell envelope fractionation step [141] .
It is generally accepted that some of the secreted bacterial components recognized by host immune system could be protective
antigens. To address this issue, the secretomes of some bacterial
pathogens were elucidated and the immunogenicity of the proteins was analyzed. These experiments demand specific methods
of cell growing to restrict contamination with proteins, which
are present in the medium or released from lysed bacterial cells.
Many strategies, mainly trichloroacetic acid or ammonium sulphate precipitation of the proteins from filtered culture supernatant, have been employed to obtain protein samples susceptible
to proteomic/immunoproteomic analysis [111,142–147] .
One important aspect of vaccine research is also elaboration of a reproducible protocol for vaccine preparation. MS
techniques can be used to compare vaccine preparations generated by different technologies. One example is the analysis of
outer-membrane vesicle (OMV) protein composition [148–150] .
The comprehensive proteomics analyses of OMVs derived from
E. coli K-12, N. meningitidis and Legionella pneumophila have
been recently performed [149,151] . As OMVs are enriched in
OMPs, these organelles were an objective of vaccine research.
Knowledge of protein composition of OMVs and reproducibility of their preparation has a great value for the development of vaccine of broad protection range. Toward this end,
Ferrari et al. conducted proteomic comparison of two types
OMVs derived from New Zealand MenB strain, potential
candidates for anti-MenB vaccine: detergent-derived OMVs
(DOMVs) obtained by physical/chemical bacterial cell treatment and OMVs released by the gna33 mutant strain lacking
lytic transglycosidase (m-OMVs) [152,153] . The proteomic ana
lysis showed that the two types of OMVs differ substantially
in their protein composition. While DOMVs contain many
cytoplasmic and inner membrane proteins, m-OMVs (released
by the gna33 mutant) contain mainly outer membrane proteins. Additionally, the authors documented that immunization with m-OMVs elicits bactericidal antibodies with broader
cross-protective activities than DOMVs.
Two comprehensive reviews on bioinformatic and proteomic tools widely applied to understand functioning of the
E. coli cell envelope-associated proteome have been published
recently [154,155] . The application of bioinformatic prediction
tools, in combination with proteomic gel-free and gel-based
strategies toward other Gram-negative pathogenic microorganisms, will provide insight into their cell envelope proteomes. This
knowledge will be of great value for the future research regarding
vaccine development.
Examples of the proteomics impact on
vaccine development
B. anthracis

B. anthracis, the etiological agent of anthrax, is a spore-forming
Gram-positive bacterium. The disease starts when spores enter
the host organism and are taken up by macrophages. B. anthracis
www.expert-reviews.com
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produces a tripartite toxin (encoded by pXO1 plasmid), composed
of subunits: protective antigen (PA), lethal factor (LF) and edema
factor. Anthrax is mainly an animal disease but also can infect
humans with life-threatening sequelae. Although the cases of
human disease are rather rare and restricted to specific at-risk
groups, B. anthracis is considered to be a potential bioterrorism
agent and is rated category A by the CDC and National Institute
of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID). A routinely used
veterinary vaccine (Sterne vaccine) is based on a capsule-negative, toxin-positive strain. Live vaccines, owing to their high
reactogenicities, can be used only for veterinary purposes. The
currently used human vaccine (anthrax vaccine adsorbed [AVA];
BioThrax ®) is an aluminum hydroxide-adsorbed, formalintreated culture supernatant of an avirulent B. anthracis strain.
Even though AVA vaccine is safe and effective, the schedule of
immunization is extremely complicated and requires six subcutaneous injections followed by annual boosters [156] . As PA is highly
immunogenic, recent research has focused on evaluation of the
efficacy of diverse recombinant PAs delivered as pure proteins, as
DNA vaccine or by different vaccine-delivery systems [150,157,158] .
The availability of the B. anthracis genome sequence [159] ,
together with previously determined nucleotide sequences of two
virulence plasmids [160,161] , generated possibilities to speed up the
development of an improved anthrax vaccine. Several studies documented that a live noncapsulated anti-B. anthracis vaccine has a
greater protective efficacy than the AVA vaccine, probably due to
unidentified anthrax vegetative or spore antigen/s that augments
the immune response. Coupling of genomic and proteomic techniques facilitate searching for novel proteins, potential enhancers
of AVA efficiency. The comprehensive analysis of the B. anthracis
proteome and immunome, including chromosome- and plasmidencoded proteins, has been conducted recently by a research group
from the Israel Institute for Biological Research. Exhaustive and
carefully performed in silico inspection of the genome and plasmid ORFs permitted selection of 197 genes (161 located in the
chromosomes and 36 located in the plasmid) whose products were
classified as novel candidates for subunit vaccine construction.
Serological analysis with sera obtained by animal immunization
with B. anthracis of different plasmid profiles allowed the identification of 43 (out of 109 tested) seropositive proteins. As expected,
most of them appeared to be cell wall anchored or involved in
cell wall biogenesis or function [98,162,163] . At the same time, the
research group examined secretomes of virulent and plasmid-cured
avirulent B. anthracis strains growing in minimal medium under
high CO2 tension, conditions that the pathogen encounters during
infection. The comparative proteomic study led to recognition of
dozen of proteins relevant to vaccine design. Finally, 58 immunogenic proteins were identified. SERPA methodology allowed
the researchers to determine the strength of protein immunogenicity. Finally, the authors chose eight genes for a protection
study (pagA was employed as a control). Although all investigated
vaccine protot ypes induced a specific humoral immune response,
in contrast to pagA immunization, none revealed any protection effect [72,164] . Although the routinely administrated anthrax
immunization in subcutaneous injections consists of proteins,
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Figure 1. Impact of proteomics on the vaccine development.

Chitlaru et al. documented that PA delivered as the pagA gene
present on a eukaryotic plasmid also induced protective immunity.
Thus, the reason why immunization with all selected genes turned
out to be ineffective remains unclear. One can speculate that for
diverse immunogenes to be effective requires a different means of
delivery and that DNA vaccination directs the immune response
toward a Th1 response, even though the authors observed some
level of the specific antibodies. The work clearly demonstrated the
enormous effort that is required to find novel protective antigens.
Several studies showed that spore administration contributes to anthrax vaccine efficacy [165] . Based on this observation
DelVecchio et al. conducted comparative proteomic analysis of
spore proteins of the Bacillus cereus group of bacteria, including
virulent and avirulent B. anthracis strains. Part of the experiment, aimed at identification of novel anthrax vaccine candidates,
included screening of the spore proteomes with polyclonal antisera
from a human following infection with cutaneous anthrax. In
total, 15 highly immunogenic B. anthracis spore proteins were
identified. Two of these (alanine racemase and neutral protease)
appeared to be unique for B. anthracis and the immunogenicity
of one other protein was reported [166] . It is intriguing that only
half of the immunoreactive proteins found by DelVecchio were
also identified by proteome serological screening performed by
Chitlaru et al. [72] . In another study of B. anthracis spore immunome, Kudva et al. identified 69 immunoreactive proteins by
screening an expression library of putative spore surface proteins
with human sera from adults immunized with the AVA vaccine.
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The two proteomic studies gave rather inconsistent results, as
only two proteins were found in common for both analyses [167] .
This clearly demonstrates that the obtained results depend on the
applied technology, such as sera used for the screening assay or
the immunization procedure. Thus, the interpretation of results
should put emphasis on the applied methodology.
Streptococcus spp.

S. pneumoniae is a microorganism responsible for a wide spectrum
of diseases, ranging from localized noninvasive infection (middleear infection and sinusitis) to invasive, life-threatening diseases,
such as pneumonia, meningitis and bacteremia. At present,
23-valent polysaccharide (PSV23) and 7-valent protein polysaccharide (PSV7) conjugate pneumococcal vaccines are available
to prevent invasive diseases in adults and children, respectively.
One constraint of all PSV vaccines is the fact that they only protect against strains of which capsular types are included in the
vaccines; 91 various pneumococcal serotypes have been identified. What is even more troublesome is that large-scale use of the
capsular-polysaccharide vaccines will allow strains not included
in vaccines to replace the strains whose capsular polysaccharides
were used in the vaccines as a cause of pneumococcal diseases.
The potential shift in prevailing serotypes can result in the lack
of effective available vaccines [168,169] .
The aforementioned results inspired a search for an alternative
protein pneumococcal vaccine comprising conserved immunogenic proteins, which would elicit protection regardless of the
Expert Rev. Proteomics 6(3), (2009)
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infecting strain’s serotype. Most of the analyzed proteins were
selected based on their role in the pathogenicity and their surface
localization. The vaccine prototypes were tested individually or
jointly in different combinations using various murine models
and different delivery strategies. However, none of them induced
the protection level comparable to that elicited by polysaccharide
protein-conjugated vaccine [170–175] .
Thus, the need for a pneumococcal proteome survey aimed at
identification of novel protective antigens still exists. Morsczeck
et al. conducted analysis of S. pneumoniae cell envelope proteins
isolated by mutanolysin digestion and elution of cell wall-associated proteins at high pH. More than 270 cell wall-associated
proteins were identified using three different methods based on
MS. A total of 37 polypeptides were identified with all three strategies, and five of them (putative hydrolase, lipoate-protein ligase
LplI, ATP-dependent CLP protease, autoinducer-2 production
protein, conserved hypothetical protein and RpoD) were selected
for further studies. Genes encoding the chosen proteins were
highly conserved among 40 different S. pneumoniae serotypes
and showed expression during animal infection. Vaccination of
mice with two candidate proteins (Lpl and ClpP) resulted in lower
colony-forming unit titer after infection with invasive S. pneumoniae strains, but significantly prolonged survival of immunized
animals was not noticed [99] .
Recent conducted comprehensive work resulted in identification of two novel S. pneumoniae proteins (PcsB, a protein required
for cell wall separation, and StkP, a serine/threonine kinase) as
candidates for the prevention of infections caused by diverse
microorganism serotypes. The used antigenome preselection
strategy was based on screening of the display library expressing
15–150 amino acids fragments of the pathogen proteome with
sera obtained from patients. A novel approach, which leads to
the defining of the ‘antigenome’ of pathogenic bacteria, combines
the advantages of genomics and serological antigen identification. The antigenome technology provides a subset of all proteins,
which are expressed in vivo and induce humoral responses in the
host. Final selection is performed using many assays and various
criteria [176,177,203] .
S. pyogenes (a group A Streptococcus [GAS]) is a Gram-positive
human pathogen that causes a wide range of diseases from minor
infections, such as pharyngitis and impetigo, to severe invasive
illnesses, such as necrotizing fasciitis and streptococcal toxic
shock-like syndrome. Additionally, 3–4% of untreated susceptible individuals infected by S. pyogenes develop rheumatic fever,
an autoimmune disease. The most serious manifestation of rheumatic fever is carditis, which finally might result in chronic rheumatic heart disease. The disease is a consequence of autoimmune
reactions between antibodies and/or T cells and host proteins,
such as myosin, tropomyosin and kreatin [178–180] . Recently, a
novel mass spectral and proteomic approach was used as a tool to
detect protein diagnosis biomarkers to distinguish invasive and
noninvasive GAS strains [181] .
A safe and effective vaccine against GAS has not yet been
developed. For many years surface-associated M-protein, the
major virulence factor of S. pyogenes was under investigation as a
www.expert-reviews.com
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candidate for vaccine antigen, but the highly variable N-terminal
region of M-protein and elicitation of antibodies that can crossreact with human proteins means that whole M-protein is not a
valuable candidate for vaccine antigen. However, many experiments documented that C- or N-terminal peptides of M-protein
delivered alone or in different combinations can elicit protective
opsonic antibodies against GAS isolates [179,182–184,204] .
The search for novel protective antigens was performed by different research groups with various global strategies. The in silico
approach, conducted by McMillan et al., indicated 17 proteins
of known or putative function and 11 without known homologues [185] . Rodriguez-Ortega et al. developed a method that
allows fast and selective identification of surface proteins. The
procedure was based on proteolytic enzymes (trypsin or proteinase K) which ‘shave’ the surface-exposed proteins. The
released peptides were identified by MS-MS. Of the 72 surfaceexposed identified proteins, 95% were previously predicted to
be cell wall-anchored proteins, lipoproteins, transmembrane
or secreted proteins, and that confirmed effectiveness of the
approach. However, among the 14 identified proteins expressed
as recombinant proteins and tested in mice, only one (Spy0416)
elicited high protection levels [91] . In spite of using a similar
experimental approach, Severin et al. identified a comparable
but not identical set of proteins. Only 33 proteins overlapped
in both studies. The set of identified proteins was influenced by
the cell phase of growth. To confirm the proteomic-predicted
surface localization, 16 out of the 79 proteins were expressed in
E. coli. Whole-cell ELISA tests proved surface localization of 12
out of 16 proteins. However, only three of them – hypothetical
proteins (Spy0843 and Spy0130) and a putative cell envelope
proteinase (Spy0416) – induced high antibody titers when tested
in an animal model. Thus, they could be considered as potential
vaccine candidates [102] .
Expert commentary & five-year view

The identification of new protective antigens is essential for
development of effective vaccines against infectious diseases.
Despite being a young field, proteomics has left its mark on
vaccine research. The availability of genome sequences of many
bacterial pathogens, sometimes many isolates of the same species,
generates tremendous opportunity to accelerate vaccine research.
Many improvements of classical 2DE MS technology have led to
more efficient identification of new antigens, as well as to precise
analysis of their role in pathogenesis. Proteomic strategies replace
technologies widely used towards the end of last century, such
as in vivo expression technology or signature-tag mutagenesis.
Global strategies used to compare proteomes of virulent and
avirulent strains, or proteomes/immunomes of different clinical isolates, led to long lists of potential candidates for vaccine
construction. Comparison of numerous proteomes of the same
species and their analysis using sera taken from patients with different disease outcomes is of great importance, especially in case
of pathogenic microorganisms containing open pan-genomes
where, sometimes, the number of dispensable genes exceeds the
number of core genes.
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However, due to various reasons pointed out in this article, the
sets of potential protective antigens identified by different research
groups are overlapping but not identical, and only a small number
of them revealed protective effects when analyzed using different
animal models. Additionally, not every result obtained in animal’s
models can be translated to humans. This means that gathering
of basic research data by proteomic strategies, animal experiments
and immunological studies should be thoroughly analyzed to
select proteins for further investigations and that only clinical
trials can provide reliable answers concerning their efficacy. Thus,
one of the primary challenges of proteomic approaches aimed at
effective vaccine construction is the integration of large quantities
of data and their comprehensive analysis. To ensure success in
combating infectious diseases by immunization, a multidisciplinary approach combining basic research, including proteomics,
with computational biology, as well as molecular epidemiology,
is needed. To achieve fast progress in the field of vaccinology,
close international cooperation between academic research groups
and commercial partners is indispensable to optimize the chance
of success. With this respect, generation of proteome databases
that are accessible via the internet was the first step to providing
easy exchange of basic information. A representative example of
this approach is the work on integration of proteomic data, presented by Schmidt et al. [186] . However, even when international
consortia are involved in the initiatives, the introduction of new
effective vaccines into the market is a long-term undertaking. It is
estimated that licensing a new effective vaccine against tuberculosis by the year 2015 will require at least 20 new vaccine prototypes
entering into Phase I safety clinical trials [187,205] .
The current leading-edge research is moving toward structural
proteomics; understanding 3D structures of the selected antigens
using x-ray crystallography, NMR or modeling. This will guarantee progress in creating fusion protein molecules, multicomponent
subunit vaccines or polyepitope-containing vaccines [91,188–192] .
In the future, more focus will probably be applied to employ
proteomics as an experimental tool to study protein function,
especially protein–protein interactions. Learning the roles of

immunogenic proteins of unknown function should facilitate
rational vaccine design. The level of many virulence factors is
affected by small RNAs, which mainly regulate the translation
process or mRNA stability. It was documented that small RNAs
are global regulatory molecules and a single small RNA is able
to bind several different targets and modulate the level of various proteins. Applying transcriptomic and proteomic analysis
to identify mRNAs/proteins influenced by small RNAs might
speed up the vaccine research process [193–195] . In this aspect, it is
worthwhile to mention the work performed by Wilson et al. that
determined changes of S. enterica sv. Typhimurium transcriptome and proteome in response to a space-flight environment.
The experiment revealed the alteration of the conserved RNAbinding protein Hfq regulon and showed that Hfq plays a central
regulatory role in gene expression under the space-created conditions [196,197] . We can also expect development of new global strategies known as infectomics, which were initiated by the human
genome-sequencing project. Gaining knowledge about the host
cell response to infection will not only clear up several aspects of
host–pathogen interaction, but also will explain why some of us
are more susceptible to infection than others, and what kind of
genetic polymorphisms predispose some individuals to specific
disease outcomes. This information might be important when
choosing a target population for vaccination, especially when
disease outcomes are influenced by the host genotype and/or
when patients develop postinfection sequelae.
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Key issues
• Integration of different techniques of global bacterial cell investigation and analysis of the interactions between host cells and
pathogens will accelerate the development of subunit vaccines in combating bacterial diseases.
• Proteomics often verifies genome annotations.
• Proteomic technologies enable the discovery of extracytoplasmic proteins that can not be predicted by in silico strategies.
• Novel quantitative proteomic strategies are extremely useful to examine changes in gene expression on proteome level during infection.
• Immunoproteomics, which combines proteomic protein identification with immunological screening, is the method of choice for
discovering new protective antigens.
• Although proteomic/immunoproteomic technologies shorten the list of proteins, potential candidates for vaccine construction provided
by the reverse vaccinology strategy, all still have to be tested separately or jointly for immunogenicity and protection.
• Lists of potential protective antigens provided by various research groups are different but overlapping. The observed discrepancies are
mainly due to differences in used experimental strategies and also due to genetic diversity of clinical isolates.
• One of the significant shortcomings of proteomics is the lack of reproducible and reliable methods of extracytoplasmic protein isolation.
• Proteomic/immunoproteomic data simultaneously convey information about protein immunogenicity and localization as well as gene
expression during infection.
• Proteomic analysis of eukaryotic cell response to infection is of great value for new vaccine construction.
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